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Candidate InvestorsCEOPosition Company StageCompany

Rapid Growth Norwest, 
RBC,
Onset

Dave PefleyJohn HerrCFOAdaptive 
Planning

World’s number one business intelligence SaaS company was seeking a CFO 
who could help drive their growth. Unique role since the products they sell are 
used by CFO’s. Needed to satisfy a long list of requirements for a very demanding 
CEO. 

Rapid Global Growth Reid Hoffman,
Omidyar,
Networks

George 
Redenbaugh

Matt FlanneryCFOKiva.org

The highly regarded Kiva organization had been seeking a CFO for over two 
years when they turned to Arnold Partners for help. We helped streamline the 
criteria and process and helped them attract a true winner to support their growth

Private, Commercial 
Launch. 

Morgenthaler, 
Domain Associates, 
Aisling Capital, 
Wasatch

Brigid MakesDarrell 
Zoromsky

CFO/COOMiramar
Labs
First time CEO needed a strong number two to take on all finance, I/T, HR, and 
operations issues as he focused on the commercial launch and customer
relations.

Commercial launch Kleiner Perkins,
TPG

Laura FrancisLissa
Goldenstein

CFOAuxogyn

This ground breaking imaging software company is revolutionizing the IVF market. 
With a marketing focused CEO, the BOD and CEO needed a strong number two 
to help support their rapid growth and expected IPO path. We delivered!
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Market leader, growth Bank of America,
Wells Fargo,
JP Morgan Chase

Mark TraviPaul FinchCFOEarly Warning 
Services
Early Warning is a unique organization owned by the largest banks in the nation. 
The incumbent CFO realized the role had out grown her and sought out a CFO 
with $1B company experience. We were able to locate a local candidate for them 
in Phoenix.

Public with significant 
challenges 

PublicRafael TorresRalph SchmittCFOOCZ 
Technologies
OCZ (Nasdaq: OCZT) is going through major changes. After a CEO succession, 
a new CFO was also needed. This difficult assignment needed to be handled 
with tenacity and a deep tap into the local CFO network. The company is now off 
to a new set of successes.

R&D in US with 
commercial operations 
in Europe. 

Three Arch Partners, 
J&J Development Corp, 
Bay City Capital

Andrew 
Galligan

Konstantinos 
Alataris

CFO/COONevro

Placed CFO helped raise a significant fund raise shortly after starting.


